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PREFACE 
The writer, a native of Oklahoma, has been interested in the analysis 
of cultural features as related to climatological information concerning the 
state . Not being satisfied with the explanation of the distribution of cul-
tural features upon the basis of ordinarily compiled data, the present 
Evaporation-Transpiration factor information obtained from public agency sources, 
invited close scrutiny to evaluate its worth in the explanation of such features . 
The idea had been advanced that the Evaporation-Transpiration factor or 
E/T factor, might have value in showing the reason for cultural feature distri-
bution. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the reliability of the 
Evaporation-Transpiration factor as a tool to measure the adaptability of 
cultural features in Oklahoma. From such an investigation its consideration 
for this and future application may be evaluated . 
Statistical information, concerning the Evaporation-Transpiration factor, 
unfortUJlBtely, was rather limited, covering only a wetter five year cycle, 
ending September 30, 1943. Application in the interpretaion of the distri-
bution of cultural phenomena during this period has been given. 
Principal sources of the material of this thesis were meteorological 
and climatological data and primary calculations of the Water Resources Branch 
of the United States Geological Survey in Oklahoma . Considerable correspond-
ence and library research were necessary to determine the amount of available 
material. Surprisingly, very little has been written concerning the E/T 
factor, probably because of its limited application to watershed and runoff 
problems . 
A:trf geographic study of the state necessitates an inquiry into the origin 
and natlll'e of the natural and cultural features; although here emphasis has 
been restricted to consideration of only those features that are related to 
iiia 
olw~lc and runort relationships. 
The writer must remain indebtod to Dr. David o. inslow and Professor 
Robert. c . Fite, undor whose direction t.hia study was mado. Tho library start 
of Oklaho a Agricultural and ohnnical ColleP,e gave UBBt1nte4 cooperation in 
procurement ot in:tor. t ,1on. l!rs. 1oyee 1lson desenes thanks tor typing the 
rough drai"t. R.Z. • 
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CHAPrER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Some domestic crops and animals, along with some other cultural features, 
tend to form a pattern ot wedge shapes extending toward the west in central 
Oklahoma. In contrast, ordinary climatic determinations, such as lines of 
average annual precipitation, tend to run north and south with only limited 
extension to t he west in the southern portion of t he state (See Maps 1 & 2). 
These minor westward extensions fail to coincide with those shown by t he 
cultural features. 
Explanation of this phenomenon of cultural feature distribution can pos-
sibly be approached, it appeared, by consideration of the Evaporation-Transpir-
ation or E/T factor. 1 It showed some comparison with this pattern of distri-
bution. Other explanations of such a distribution have appeared to be both 
unsatisfactory ana inadequate. Although this investigation will not provide 
all of the answers to t he pattern, it may be helpfUl in suggesting causes, 
trends, and relationships. 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate t he reliability of the E/T factor 
as a tool t o measure t he adaptability of cultural features in Oklahoma. Each 
ot the features used in the comparisons are also compared with the more commonly 
used map of climatic adaptability, namely, the average annual precipitation map. 
These time-consuming calcuh>tions, which were necess' ry to determine the 
E/T factor data, made by Government agencies, may be worthwhile for other pur-
poses t han thos e t hat were specifically in mind for their initial application. 2 
1 Oklahoma Water. Q.uantity~ Occurence, end Qµa lity of Surface and Ground 
Water, prepared tor Oklahoma Planning and Resources Board by United States 
Department of t he Interior Geological Survey, Water Resources Branch, (March 1, 
1945). p. 7'7. 
2 See page 4 for explanation of the E/ T factor. 
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If such information proves of value, it should encourage further computation 
of such data. Unfortunately., the five- year period of 1938 to 1943 must be 
used because the calculated map is not availabl e for 1943 to 1948. Previous 
determinations which must have consumed several work years have been made by tr..e 
ater Resources Branch of the United States Geological Survey. Therefore, it 
is hoped that the utilization of the data in this thesis may be used to show 
an additional reason f or further extensive calculation by periods of such 
information. The study may also suggest other possible applications of the 
prepared material. 
Cultural features to be compared with the E/T factor in this study are 
average yield of corn f or the period 1938-1943, average number of cattle per 
square mile for the period 1938-1943, average size of l'arms in 1940, and 
average wheat yield for the period 1938-1943 . Comparison 'With the F/T factor 
map of these features on maps follow in later chapters with a discussion of 
each of them. The cultural features studied v;ere chosen at random, but 
in such a manner as to show a variety of those features most common in Oklahoma. 
'I"" :,.-
~;: \ 
AVERAGE ANNUAL 
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CHAPrER II 
EVAR>RATION-TRANSPIRATION FACWL'OR AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE 
The Evaporation-Transpiration factor 1s expressed as the derived differ-
ence betlVeen effective precipitation and the total runoff. Henceforth, for 
convenience, the Evaporation-Transpiration factor shall be denoted as the E/T 
factor. It is calculated on a yearly basis. The E/T factor can be used to 
express geographically, on a map of Oklahoma, a pattern of distribution of 
evaporation and transpiration t hat is at variance with previously prepared 
r epresentations based only upon measured climatic data such as precipitation. 
To understand the technique of the E/T factor computations necessitates an 
understanding of the tw o terms, "effective precipitation" and · "runoff," as 
defined for this particular purpose. 
Effective precipitation as used herein is an analytical value derived fron 
t he weighted significance of various factors contributing to the quantity of 
moisture which is available for growing plants during any given season. Its 
average value over a long period is about proportional to t he average observed 
procipitation. 
In .mathematical terms, effective precipitat ion is calculated by t he aqua-
tion: PE equals (1 - Pp} P0 plus CpPA or P0 plus Cp(PA - P0 ) in hich PE is the 
annual effective precipitation in inches; P0 equals annual observed precipita-
tion in inches for a given year; PA equals annual observed precipitation in 
inches for the antecedent year; CP equals a fraction representing the weight 
assigned to the antecedent year; (1 - OP) equals a :fraction representing the 
weight assigned to a given yoar. 1 
Evaporation and transpiration, or total water loss :l'-.rom the plants and the 
soil, is t he part of precipitation that is taken by nature , and over hich nE.n 
l Oklahoma Water. .QR.• ill.• , p. 81. 
has little control. Hence, it has been called ffnature's take," by the Water 
2 Resources Branch of the u.s. Geological Surrey. However it appears more 
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satisfactory to call this combined effect the Evaporation-Transpiration factor, 
or E/T f'actor,because it is a residual factor influenced by other elements. 
This derived factor is usually considered as based upon the rainfall minus 
runoff, but there are possible exceptional influences over short periods because 
ot the difference of water stored in the ground or on the surface. 
''Runoff" is determined as the surface and ground water loss that finds 
its way into streams where the water is measured as flow by gages. Inasmuch 
as this definition is somewhat at variance with the one usually used by geog-
raphers, it must be understood in order to compute the E/T factor. 
With isohytel lines determined for a particular year, it i s possible to 
ascertain t he total amount of precipitation for each drainage area by means of 
a planimeter, an instrument used for measuring areas on maps or photographs. 
Then, by use or the arbitrary formula previously explained, it is possible to 
compute the effective precipitation for an individual watershed . Runoff records 
are used. Subtraction of the runoff from effective precipitation on a water-
shed yields the E/T factor f<Jr the year for that area. The final established 
E/T factor map of Oklahoma, which resulted from the calculation of the average 
for five years ending in 1943, was developed for use. 
Public agency application of the E/T factor (nature's take} map has cen-
tered about problems concerning runoff. Differences in watersheds as to their 
evaporation and transpiration and runoff also are readily shown. This study, 
on t he other hand, attempts to extend the use of the E/T factor by using it to 
interpret some cultural :i:ettern distributions. 
A pronounced westward protrusion or bendin of the E/T factor lines is 
2 Ibid., p. 77. 
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notable in Oklahoma. As these isopleths are a derived measuranent of evapora-
tion and transpiration, apparently both native vegetation growth and crop yields 
should tollow their pattern since they are dependent upon soil moisture for 
growth. Other cultural features, such as cattle numbers and size ot farms,are 
directly adjusted to this agricultural productivity of the land in forage and 
crops. Hence, it appears logical tl:at there should be significance in these 
E/T factor lines if they are directly related in distribution to cultural features 
which .man uses in his adjustment to the natural environment. 
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CHAPTER III 
SOME GEOGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF OKLAHOMA INFLUENCING THE E/T FACTOR 
In understanding the distribution of the E/T factor in Oklahoma and its 
peculiar applications here , it appears necessary to consider certain aspects of 
the geography of the state . 
Oklahoma, in its attributes, is a transitional ar a because of' location 
and size . It is neither ~n the northern, southe.rn, eastern, or western portion 
of the United States. It is bounded by Texas on the south and west, Kansas on the 
north, and Arkansas on the east. Missouri, however, forms some f orty miles of its 
eastern boundary, and a long strip extending f rom the northwestern corner of the 
state, called the Panhandle, adjoins on the states of Ne" exico and Colorado. 
Oklahoma has an area of 70, 057 square miles, which i s somewhat more than that 
of all New England. 1 It is the seventeenth state of the Union in size and is 
larger than any state east of the Mississippi River . Its position and large 
area have caused it to have a transitional character. The state's position is 
such that some portions vary in their climatic conditions with a small change 
in the precipitation or evaporation. Therefore any condition that affects the 
available moisture , or other Growth condition, may cause considerable variation 
in the productivity and use of the agriculture lands . 
The southeasterly trend of the rivers and their drainage basins in Okla-
homa is significant in that this pattern is re ted to the E/T factor f igures 
which are calculated by watershed units . The main rivers f l ow in a southeast-
erly direction, the entire drainage being carried to the Mississippi by the 
Arkansas and Red Rivers . The Arkansas enters the state from Kansas about the 
1 Angie Debo and J . M. Osldson, Editors , Oklahoma, A Guide to the Sooner 
State, Works Projects <1.dministration in the State of Oklahoma, University of 
Oklahoma Press , Norman, Oklahoma, (1941), p. 7. · 
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middle of the northern border; t he Salt Fork, Cimarron, Grand, Verdigris, and 
Canadian Rivers all join with it inside the borders of Oklahoma. The North 
Canadian flows nearly across the state before entering i ts companion river, the 
Canadian. The Washita and a number of lesser streams in the western part of 
the state supply the Red River. The streams in the western and central p:irts 
usually do not carry a l arge volume of water. Most of them have wide and sandy 
beds. Nearly all of the water sinks beneath the surface sands during very dry 
periods. The streams are, however, subject to sudden rises in water level, 
occasionally amounting to ten feet or more in the course of a few hours. Fortu-
nately such floods are usually ot short duration. 
Wide river valleys and higher elevations to the north and west in Okla-
homa provide conditions more :f'a.vorable to plant growth than one would be led to 
suspect upon the evidence of location alone. The highest point in the state, 
about 4,500 feet above sea level, is the Black Mesa. in the northwestern corner 
of Cimarron County. From there the altitude generally declines eastward and 
southward to a lowest elevation of somewhat less than 350 feet in the extreme 
southeastern corner of the state. The exceptions are elevated regions, ranging 
200 to 1,200 feet higher than the surrounding plains. In the northeast, the 
Ozark Plateau extends into Oklahoma. It is a region of medium-sized hills with 
rather deep, narrow valleys and numerous clear streams. The base ot this 
dissected plateau is a great limestone formation known as the Boone Chert. 2 
The region is forested with oak, ash, hickory, elm, walnut, pecan, hard maple, 
and sycamore trees. Smaller elevated regions are comprised of the Wichita, 
Kiamichi, Ouaehita, and Arbuckle Mountains. However, only the Ozark Region 
is of sufficient size to greatly influence climatic conditions. 
South of the Ozark region, occupying most of the southeastern corner of 
2 Ibid., p. 7. 
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the state., the Ouachita Mountain area, soma of which is included in a national 
forest, consists of parallel ridges for.mod by the faulting of thick layers of 
sandstone. Many of the valleys are narrow, and each has its spring-fad stream, 
causing the runoff rate to remain unusually steady. This area contains pine 
forests as well as many hardwoods. 
The northwestern count ies of Oklahoma and the Panhandle are included in 
the High Plains region whor e there are level grasslands, treeless except for 
clumps of elms, cottonwoods, and willows largely restricted to stream valleys. 
The area is sparsely settled, and much of it is still in native pasture grasses. 
During World War I, heavy demands for wheat production induced the farmers to 
develop their lands. Huge-sized grain farms in the Panhandle became prominent 
features. As a consequence of this growth, Texas County was the banner wheat-
producing county of the nation for several years. Sorghums also became moTe 
important for they could withstand the dry conditions there. Because or con-
tinued drought in the early 1930's, this section became part of the Dust Bowl 
area. Some of 1 t is regarded as submarginal by experts and has been restored 
to grass under a conservation program. However, frequent rains and demands 
tor grain crops and livestock recently have led to marked prosperity and break-
ing up of land, although the threat of dry period damage is ever present. 
In the south central part of the state are the Arbuckle Mountains, com-
prising an aroa of 1,200 square miles. These old mountains , worn down to a 
height of about seven hundred feet above the surrounding plains, present a 
remarkable variety of geological formations--limestone, sandstone, shale, and 
granite rocks. The limestone formation is grass-covered, while most of the 
others are blanketed with timber. Many streams drain from this area. Although 
the section is upraised above the surrounding country the cliimte is little 
modified. 
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South of the Arbuckles and the Ouchitas to the Red River is a strip of 
sandy plain carved by water channels flowing to the Red River. This is classed 
as a part of the Gulf and Coastal Plains. 
Northwest of the Arbuckle Uplift about seTenty miles, the rough granite 
peaks of the Wichita Mountains rise abruptly from the surrounding plains and, 
with some outlying peaks, extend for sixty miles to the northwest. They are 
the tops of buried mountains, a part of a range which is known as the Amarillo 
Range. Erosive processes have left little except the bare granite out-croppings. 
There are a few scattered trees. Deterioration of range and water resources 
is receiving considerable attention here. High rates of runoff are common 
during heavy downpours. 
Lands of eastern Oklahoma not included in the previously described Ozark, 
Ouachita, Arbuckle, and Red River areas are included within the sandstone hills 
region. The hills, of hard sandstones and limestones, are rather low and flat. 
The fertile valleys, derived :from softer shale material, are broad, accounting 
tor much of the state's best farm land. Oak and hickory trees have nearly 
disappeared before the ax. Only the nearly worthless blackjack oak remains 
on the sandy hills where severe erosion occurs and runoff is high. 
A north- and south-trending strip of rough country known as the Cross 
Timbers, varies from five to thirty miles in width extending across the central 
part of the state. From the tine of Washington Irving's "A Tour on the Prairies," 
this belt of matted, tangled undergrowth,. stiff-branched black-jacks, shinnery, 
briars, and scions of fire-killed larger trees has made an unfavorable impres-
sion. It is usually a region of rocky, thin soil, gashed by ravines which 
prove difficult to cross. It makes a dividing line between the bluestem 
prairies of the eastern half and the buffalo grass of the •astern half of the 
state. Erosion and runoff are excessive. 
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To the west the sandstone hills region ID{r.rges with the 11red bedstt region .. 
The red heels extend all the way from the Kansas border to the Texas border, and 
:from almost the center of' the state to ·vl:it,hin forty miles of ti,.e ,~astern line. 
They are composed of shales and soft sandstonos varying from twelve hundred to 
sixteen hundred feet in thickness. Their red 00101· 1s derived frori1 ferric 
( iron) oxic'la.. Particularly fo:rtile- farm lands a1•e extant within this gently 
rolling region. 
In the nestern part of' the rot! beds rGgion there are several ledges of 
gypsurn; and hc:1ro the red and v,l:1ita eo11binations of roe.ks lll'i,Re striking scent~ry 
along the Oir.1arro11 River. ".i:he numerous gypsum. strata differ in thi.ck:ness and 
eompos it ion, some being nearly pure and oo rd, others sof'to:r and intorl>.)tldod 
with shah,. The h"lrd layers topping the buttes of the Blaine Escar;pm011t 
render these lmv mesi::HJ impressive, because of bo·th their color and locati011 
upon otherwise i'lat plains. Selenite, is crystalline gypsu..r:i, breaking into 
pieces resombling fragme:nts of glass or mica. tJ.'ho Glass, or Gloos Mountains, 
an outlier i11 the Dlaine Escarpment, is so named bocause it-s sides a1·e littored 
with fl.alms of selenite glistening in tho sun. Th€; '1gyp hills" region fo1"11m 
a rough tr•iongular soction with 1 ts base describing o. wide arc to the north o:f' 
the Wichita Mountains and. "l!lith its apex near tho lvmsas bard.er. Cereal aw:1 
livestock p:rocluction are doninnnt agricultural activit,ios. 
The clilllclte ot Ok:lahcrn.a is of ~ transitional natu:r-e. It is predominant.ly 
of a eon:tinental type • .most of it lyir:ig v1ithin t,he plains region, hosnErver, 
much influence is e:xorted a:t ti.mos by 1,mrm, moist air originating from the Gulf 
of tclexico. particularly as it af"feets the lovu:ir and eastern portions of the 
state. The extroHa vaestern part including tr1e Panhanc?lo is t'Jithin the middle 
latitude steppe climata. 3 
3 •r. A. :Blair, Climo.tolo&, General ana Regior1al, Prsntice ... Ba.ll, In<~., I'Jev1 
York, ( 1942), p. 149. 
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The southern part of the S'Lat.e lies in the area of humid subtropical climate, 
and the rest of the state in the humid continental climate. 
Marked geographical range occurs in both temperature and precipitation 
influencing temperature, evaporation, and runoff conditions. Di;1ily and serrnonal 
tem.poratu:re cha.ri.ges a:re p1•onounced over most, of the area. Stunrners are long 
and occasionally hot. ~'.Tinter~ arc short and comparatively r,1ild. Rainfall is 
usually of the plains type, characterizt}d by marked concentration in the late 
spring and early sru11mer, yet there is cor,m1only great annual and seasonal 
variability. It is hard to generalize, considering such marked variatio:o.s in 
the amount of preeipitation receivEid in the dif'ferent parts cf Oklahoma. 
The mean annual temperature fer the state as a whole is 60.5°:b\ which 
average is comparable to that for the month of Harch .. 4 The area experiencing 
the hig,hest mGan annual terrpe ratur e of 64 °F', is found along the lower Red River 
Valley in the extreme southern portiou of the state, "'1Vhile the lowest mean 
annual temperature of 540J? occurs over the more elevated :gortions of the Pan-
handle counties. The variation in temperat;ure within this t:i.~ansitional state 
is remarkable. 
The vJarme.st years on record. happened in 1933 anu. again in 19.34 when average 
temperatures of 63.0°F occurred over the state. The coldest year was 1892 with 
an average temperature :i'or tt1e state of 58. 2°.IT'. July and January experienced 
the extreme annual temperatures o:f 81.8°F and 38.2°F, respeeti vely. 
Summer maximum temperatures in mr.cess of' 100°F have b0tm ri.::,corded vdthin 
the state as early as Ma:reh and as late as October and may commonly occur during 
the sum.mer months. The highest temperature on record is 120°:ir and i'HlS recorded 
during 1936 at Alva on July 18, at Altus on July 19 and August 12, at Poteau 
on August 19, and at Tishmningo cm J·u1y 26, 194,3.. Clear s}fies, dry atmosphere 
4 "Climate of Oklahoma, 11 Oklahoma Planning and Resources Board, Okla.ho.ma 
City, Okla. ( 1945), p. 4. 
and moderate southerly winds are the usual accompaniment of the high summer 
temperature leflding to rapid transpiration of plants and evaporation f'rom 
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l~ator and land. surfaces. Minimum subzero tempert,tures for the state occurred 
in 1897-98, 1920-21, and 1953-3t,. The lowest ter,rper~1ture on .record is minus 
27°F w.hich nas recoro.ed at Vinita on Febrm1ry 13, 1905, end at W1ottts on January 
18) 1930. 
The averHg~ length or the gr::iwing or frost-free sooso:n is 213 days, rang-
ing fron 180 dBys in Cimar1"on County in t:C.e Panhandle to 240 days in sout,hern 
McCurtain Gounty in the extr.-,,,'Tl:e southoastern eor:n.er of tlle state. JUong the 
northern t:ter of count icG of Oklahoma the average date of tlH;; la st Irilling frost 
varies from. April 5th at th(" eHstern corner to A1)ri1 20th near the l:e1:1 il'!o:x:ico 
state li:neG ln the most southE1:r.ly part of the state, in contrast, the average 
date of the last killing frost in spring varies from Marcl1 20th to March 30th. 
The average data of the first killing frost in the t'a.11 in ·t;he northern portion 
v&r:i.es from October 20th to October 25th, 1Jhile elo:ng the southern. tier of 
counti(~s frorJ November 5th to Novenber 10th is the avi:'l:rage duta. The later 
occurrence is in the r,10re easterly section, being v1ithin the humid subtl:'opica.1 
type of c1i1mte. 5 As the tenperatures become r;1ore sever~, in the northwestern 
:portion of the state, and the rlnration of cold condition is longer, it may 
depre,ss yields of corn rmd rJh,:1t1t influoncin5 the .map patterns shown herein ( see 
maps 3 and 9). Cold weather lowers evaporrr0ion. 
Extreme frost :pcmetration of' the g:rou.nd ranges f'rom fi:C'teen to tvumty-five 
incheB, within some of tho colder and more elevator] regions, or durlng the 
infrequent, sustained, sub .. f:raozing spells; ground. frost is of' lit,t1e signifi-
carwe ,d th plovJinE; anc1 pre1)araMon o:i:' soils for planting possi bla in r:1uch of 
the state throughout thEi winter rao:nths. lt"':rozen c,rouna conclitions, honevor, 
5 Ibid. p. 5. 
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may lead to excess! ve runoff when there is preaipitat ion during this :period 
and upon its thawing there rray be 1':rost runoff. 
Average annual precipitation for tbe state based on the records of fifty-
two years is 32.66 inches. Tho i~ettest year for th.s state was in l.908 with an 
average total of 47. 73 inehen; the d.rieEt yaar was in 1910 1'Jith an average total 
of 18.92 inches. The greatest annual total precipitation at any official ropart-
i:ng station was 80 .. 35 inches at Watts in 1927; the least annual total given 
~J\laS 8.62 inches at Boise City in 1934. 
Rainfall aiJ.arply decreases from east to wost vlith average annual amounts 
:f'rom 51 inches in. the e·.xtreir.o southeast portion of the st3te to slightly less 
than. 17 inches in the wost snd. of the Panhandle. Tho m!:lan annual precipitation 
o"Ver a fifty year period is as follO'J<Js: 40 .. 11 inches in the easter::1 :portion of 
the state, 32.95 inch,:"Js in the central portion, &nd 25.74 inches 1:n the western 
portion.. t!aximum precipitation for the c-azne :period was 56.18, 52.49, a.nd 35.87 
inches for the three portio!ts of' t.he state, rGspectively. Wb.ilo minimum -preci-
pi tat ion was 27. 75, 22 .77, and 18. 66 inches res:pactivcly. It may be noted that 
there is the gree.test range batwaen the eastern portion and western portion in 
maximum precipitation, less in r.iean annual :precipitation, and least in .minim.u.m 
precipitation. In fa.ct$ the five year period en.dine in 3apte.mber 30, 194.-3,. 
showed the .maximum precipitation in the eastern portion of Oklaharn.a to be 55.89 
inches,. while in too wBstern portion it rias 36.26 inches; a difference: of 19.63 
inches. 6 Thus, there is eonsidera:blo variation in rainfall throughout Oklahoma. 
Rainfall frequency, as c!eter.mi:ned from. the average number of days vii th 
0.01 inch or moret varies from ninety-five days a year in the extreme East to 
around forty-five days in some PanhandlB 11nd oxtr,~.r1e i'Jestern localities; this 
is a great varfotion for such a short distance. 7 
6 Oklahgn.a Water, :Q.12.• ill• p. 64. 
7 ttOl.imate of Oklahoma, ff 21!.• £1!_. p. 6. 
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The avel'age number of rainy days for the whole state is sixty-six days per year 
reaching a monthly maxim:wn 01' eight days in Ma:, and a minimum. of :four days per 
month from November to February, inclusive. 'lhe greatest average annual rre ... 
quency was a hundred and tuo d2ys in. 1941; the least i1as fo:rty-seven days in 
1910.. lt rai.111 days follow each other* the runoff is increased while 1.il.'ana-
piratioll and evaporation may be de,CTeasGd:,. Torrential rainfall sometimes 
ocours. The greatest inte:i:t.'3ity of downpours is in tho more hurnid po:rtiona~ 
Seventy-f'i ve p;ircent of the annual precipitation u..sually co.mes in the period 
ext;t.inding from March to October~ Heavy rains. of short duration usually r~sult 
in more runoff than the lighter rains ot longer duration. 
Excessive l'ainfall occurs at times. Amounts of ten inohes or more within 
twenty-four eonsecutivo hours have bce.n recorded in several scattered locali-
ties, Greatest diurnal amount of rainfall officially recorded by the United 
States Weather BUl."eau reporting stations was 15.51 inchos at Sapulpa on Sapte.m.-
bor 3-4, 1940. Unofficial measurements, hotrJ$ver, for the some storm of the 
early morning or September 4th, between Meramac and Hallet in Southern Pawnee 
County, ware investigated and ver:H'iod by the Division of Water Resouroes of the 
Oklahoma Planning and Resources Board; these indicated a IOO~lmllli1 fall of about 
twenty-four inches in a ton-hour period .. 
Heavy rains cause exeassivo runoff and severe soil aroaion at times> 
particularly where turwise methods of cultivation have been followed. Prolonged 
and excessive rainfall in spring and early sunmer occasionally causes damaging 
f'loods alo·ng the state's rivers. principal among "Which are the Arkansas, Red, 
Cimarron, Washita, Canadian end North Canadian. Damaging flood,'l seldom ocour 
at other seasons. 
Precipitation is usually adequate for suceassful production of many agri-
cultural products which include cotton, bJ."oomcorn, corn., winter wheat, alfalfa, 
grain ,sor.ghums, a:nd other crops. Spring and early summer rains are usually 
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of more general and abundant character, vJhile late summer and fall rainfall 
is more localized, less abundant, and of the shower and thunderstorm type~ 
Autumn precipitation, except in some vrnstern districts VJhere its occurrence 
at this season is uncertain, is usually adequate for giving fall-sown grains 
a good start and putting soils in @JOO. condition for working. 
Snowfall for the state averages 7. 8 inches annually~ ranging from about 
t1.~o inches in the southeast, where sno,.1storms are rather infrequent, to approxi-
mately thirty inches in parts of' the Panhandle. Heaviest average monthly 
snowfall of ti,vo a.nd cme-ha.lf inches oceu:rs in Februa:r:y, although it is almost 
equally as heavy during January. Snow rarely remains on the ground more tltan 
a few elays • seldom falling :from April to E3eptember. Snovi has fallen in the 
Panhandle, however, in every .month except July and August. At times drifts 
grovJ large enough to be detrimental to highviay traffic and to livestock. Melt-
ing snow may cause erosion and the water may run off quickly while on. the other 
hand the moisture 'ff»:3.Y be stored as snow. 
Droughts develop in Oldahorna when intense heat is prolonged, rainfall is 
deficient and hot drying winds persist. Notable among the most severe drought 
periods were the years of 1930, 19:34, and 1936 when the greater part of the 
entire United States was affected to an unprecedented extent. An attendant 
liability to drought periods is the prevalence 01' duststorm.s, particularly over 
the lighter rainfall areas of central and western Oklahor:lB vihere much of the 
natural vegetative cover has been destroyed. The greatest dust storm in Okla-
homa, as well as the .most dense ever known in the central and eastern portions, 
occurred on April 10-11, 1935. A recent trend to normally wetter years a:rul 
practices of' improved methods of tillage, have materially reduced the probability 
of a recurrence of these unfavorable conditions. 
Evaporation is relatively high in the state of Oklahoma because o:f' its 
high temperatures, strong and almost continuous TJ1i:nds and low relative humidity. 
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Du:r:u.:1g the warm season, which extends from April to Sept,ember inclusive, t,he 
amount of evaporation in different portions of Oklahoma varies. L"l the extreme 
southwestern pElrt of the st.~;te, evaporation is usually in excess of s:i.xty 
inches as mee.sured by the open-pan m~thod. Western Oklf'.homa, as a Yihole, gener-
ally has f jfty to fifty-five inches of evaporation occuring froni a freewater 
su.rface during the summer six months. Tanks similDrly located as to long:i.tude 
in Western Uebraska show an evaporation rate of only fo:rty-one irwhes and in 
Horth Dakot.<i only thirty-one inches, shov.ling the .ilrfluence in OklEhoma of higher 
temperatures and stronger winds. This large amount of evaporation in the st:s,te 
as compared ,,ith northern st.ates ca.user,i twenty inches of rainfall in the Pan-
handle to be only s,s efficient as fifteen inc1°es iv North Dakotc, for crops. 
Since the area of Oklahoma is nearer the dry border of crop production, then, 
a slight devfa:tion in available moisture makes considerable difference-~·more so 
than in the .North. 
Since winds affect, the ra·te of transpiration and eve.po:r-Gtion, they are 
important to an understanding of the E/T factor. 1i'Hnds blo,~ chiefly from the 
south, although there is a pronounced shift to the north which occurs about the 
beginning of winter, lasting th.rough F'ebru<1ry. Records of wind irelocity are 
meager and are available only for a fe,J stations; the<Je include Oklahoma City 
(1892-1950), Broken Arrow (1918-1930), and Tulsa (1942-1950). The velocity of 
wind is rather low in the southeast increasing in velocity toriicrd the north 
a:nd west. 'i'he average hourly velocity at Oklahorna City is recoI·ded as 11.4 
miles par hour, 1Jdth the windiest period of the year extending from February 
t} 
through April and the least windy period being in July and Aug11st. 0 Mont,hly 
averages range from nine miles per hour in August to nearly :fourteen miles per 
hour in March. Winds reach destructive force at ti..11es o,,er veI'Y limited areas 
8 ~., p. 8. 
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and except in the case of tornadoos are ordinary straight-line winds. The 
. dessicating, or drying effect, of the windo is far more harmful to agriculture in 
Oklahoma than the violent storms,· however, it appe;;;rs. 
Skies are generally clear, allo1'Ji:ng for rapid_ ground and lower air heat-
ing leading to high rates of plant transpi:ration and surface evaporation. The 
annual average number of clear days is 195; partly cloudy, 90; ar~ clovny, 81. 
The maximum number of cleaI' days recorded in the st& te was 233 in thEl year of 
1898. Th~ maximum number of clear days for any one month occurs in July whe11 
it is usu.ally clear nineteen days of' the thil.0.t.:j-one. 
Sunshine, based on records compiled ~t Oklahoma City, shows an annual 
average of sbcty-seven percent of t,he possible amount. Approximately eighty 
percent ,of the possible sunshine during July ~md August ID!W be expected during 
July and August,. but only a little less than sixty percent 1713y gmerally be 
found during December and January. Sunlight is so closely related to temper-
ature that it influences ground and soil temperature conc:itions .. 
Inasmuch as the natural veget.ation is an important feature of ·!;ho phy-
sical environme~t affect.i:ng both transpiration and evaporation, it deserves 
consideration. li"or example, areas unde:r forest have a much m.o:r'e rapid loss of 
moisture than grass areas. :Because much of it has been destroyed or substan-
tially modified, usually it is much less important than fortierly. 
Native trees in Okl&homa comprise 133 varieties.9 They include the short• 
leaf pine, oak, elm, ash, hickory, pecan, Wolnut, cottomrnod, nillm~, rozgnolia 
and cypress. Throughout the state, and especially 4mong the canyons of the 
Ri:::d Beds aud Gy-paum Hills regions, red cedn:r and juniper isre abundant • 
. .Prair.ie grasses provide excellent pasturage or support, crops that make 
Okl~homa one of the leading cattle states of the Union. The livestock industry, 
9 Angie Debo a11d J.M. Oskison,_m)._tlt., p. 10. 
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based on grasslands, flou.rishes on the high pls.ins of the West. The earlier 
Texas Longhorn cattle have fi.llally disappeared, being replaced by Herefords 
and Shorthorns. Sheep raising has increased since 1935. Da:iry anilrIBls, horses, 
mules, and poultry a.re also of considerable importance. About o. million pigs 
are fattened for market each year. The hee.vy l:tvestock press11..t'e has led to 
vegetation a.nd soil deterioration which has brought about conditions resulting 
in high r~tes of transpiration and excessive runoff. 
Oklahoma. usually ranks seventh among the crop-producing stc,tes. The vast, 
open ranges are limited in number, the former ranch land now being divided into 
neatly fenced farms.. Cropping and land ovmership practices, in some cases, 
cause conditions that result in excessive runoff and erosion. 
Wheat fields of great dimensions are fmmd L'l the north•central and west-
ern sections of the state,. The rich valleys of the centrul and eastern sections 
support a corn econorey. Oklahoma is one of the leading cott.011-producir..g states. 
Of these crops, co1·n shows a marked comparison in distribution with the E/T 
factor. The growing season and other .factors uppear to restrict cotton produc-
tion to certain areas and obscures the relationship, '..'thi.le wheat is inf'lueneed 
by even more numerous conditions. 
In conclttsion, geogrBpby of an area gretrtly influences ava:ilable water 
supplies for plants.. Other things being equal., the relatiYe effects of geog-
raphy and vegetation on the character of i.1ater supplies are generally as follcr,'!.fs: 
an increase in depression storage causes a decrease in thB ground water supply 
and loss due to evaporation-t:ransp:iration. ft_'l'J. increase in length of overland 
flow causes e decrease in quantity and intensity of surface water runoff and an 
increase in the ground water supply and evaporation-transpiration loss. An 
increase in surface slope causes an increase in quantity and_ intensity of surface 
water runoff and a decrease in ground water and evaporation-tram,pil•ation loss. 
The shape of the watershed is of considerable importance as it affects total 
runoff. An increase in vegeta:1 cover causes a decrease in quantity and inten-
ai ty of surface water runoff and an increase in the loss. due to evaporation-
transpiration and causes the ground water supply to be variable. The evaporation-
transpiration factor. the t"later evaporation from ground and water surfaces 
and transpired by vegetation, increases in amount in varying degrees i1ith in-
creases in temperature, v,ind movement, amount of sunshine, amount of precipi-
tation within certain Um.its, and decreases with increases in relative hum1-
di ty.10 
10 0]4ahoma Water. .!m.• ill•, P• 6. 
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CHAPTER I\T 
CORN YIEW AS RELf-tTED TO THE E/T FACTOR 
From east to west across Kay and Grant counties, in northern Oklahoma, 
the yield of corn and the E/T factor decrease almost at an equal rate (6 units 
in approximately 70 miles). (See Maps .3 and 4.) However, in the next tier of 
counties to the south, 1•!.•, Noble, Garfield, Major and Woodward, the E/T 
factor decreases 6 units in about 110 miles, while the yield of' corn decreases 
6 units in approximately 40 miles. Further south, in the tier of counties com• 
prised of Oklahoma, Canadian, Blaine, Custer 9 and Roger Mills counties, the 
rate of decrease is again the same at the outward extr.::r.:.it·7es (6 units iz1 165 
miles). At the southern border of the state9 along the Red River, the decrease 
of 6 units spreads over a space of nearly i.80 miles for corn and. over approx-
imately llO miles for the E/T factor. Thia gives about a 74 percent favorf;lble 
comparison for corn yield and the E/T factor in ·!;he western protion of the state. 
The lines connecting areas of equal overage yield of corn and the lines 
connecting equal E/T factors both tend to present a 1ilredge-shaped pattern to 
the west. Tha wedge formed b"g corn yield, on the one hand> extends across 
McClain, Grady,. Caddo, Kiowa, ,"Iashita, and Backham counties wJhile the wedge 
formed by the E/T factor,· on the other hand, is across Blairie, Dewey. and Wood• 
ward counties, some 100 to 200 miles to the north. This is just south of an 
area where corn yields tend to decline. 
In the area where the lines of equal yield extend eastward, which is in 
reality a trough, the 10 bushel per acre line extends into the area where the 
l lllap 3 was taken from Oklahoma Water, .5m. cit., p. 80., and inap 11- was 
prepared f'rom data obtained from Oklahoma .Ae5Ticultural Statistics, A Statistical 
Handbook of Oklahoma Agriculture. Experiment Station Miscellaneous fublication 
MP-U., Okla.ho~ Agricultur:011 Experiment St&tion., Stillwater, Okla., (Je:nuary, 
1949), p. 73-78. . 
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E/T factor is as much as 26. It is quite possible that this could be due to 
the lack of' fertility i..'1 the soil since 'the area where the lines form a wedge-
shaped patt.or.n tov1nrd ·i;.he west a.ctually lie along the fertile valley of' the 
Y~shita River. This would make it seem that here the fertility of the soil 
had more to do with production of corn than does t,he E/T factor. Throughout 
the area along the :VJttshita River the E/T fact;or lines act,ua.lly continue in a 
nearly st:eaight line. 
'l'he Panhandle, being such a narrow st.rip o.f small area, does not present 
enough data for comparison purposes. 
'l'hroughout the eastern half of Oklahoma, the E/'f. factor presents such an 
erratic pattern that it ·would be hard to compare e,nything vr.i. th it... In an over• 
all pattern,. nonetheless, the corn yield declines nearly four units, from 18 
to slightly more than 14 bushels per acre while the E/T factor increases fou..r 
uni ts, from 32 to 36. This appears to show that when the E/'l' factor exce.eds 
30 it goes beyond thG optimun.1 conditions for corn growth. 'I'herefore 1 as the 
factor grows J.EU"ger, production decreases., more or less, proportionately. 'fhis 
comparison appears to show a relationshtp of some signif'icance. 
Average annual precipitation, like the E/'l' .faetor, decreases 6 units (.36 
to 30 inches) in the northern tier of' coun:ties, including Kay and Grant counties., 
over a distance of appro:id.mately 70 miles ns compared to 6 uni ts drop fo1~ corn 
yield over the same distance. In the next tier of counties to the south, which 
includes Pa1,mee, Noble, and Garfield, the rate of decline is 6 units in approx-
imately !40 miles. In central Oklahoma, comprised of a tier of co1mties including 
Okfuskee, Lincoln., Oklahoma, and Ca.nadi.:1,n cm:mties, the precipitation drops 6 
units in 100 miles as compared to 6 units in 165 miles for com yield. 14.t this 
point the J6 inch rainfall line and. t.he 18 bushel per line--the vYest 18 bushel 
per acre line vvhich was used in the first, comparison--is some 70 miles apart, 
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the rainfall line being the farthest east. Along the Red River the distance 
and area between the two sets of lines nearly coincide again with both showing 
a decrease of 6 units in ep:proximstely 80 miles. This gives averagG annual 
precipitation a 78 pereent fevoreble compariSon in the western p,,.rt of the 
state, or a compe:rison relationship just four percEmt above tliot of the r;/T 
:factor. 
In the ,3asteru portion of the state the aver&ge annual :procip:i.tation lines 
tend to form. a regular pattern, sho1uing eonsidarable Gulf inf'luencc, in tho 
southeust corner of the state. The 16 bushel ::;:icr acre lino of e:!rnt0rn Oklahor.1e, 
shows strong tend(i·.nci es to follrr;J tho 42 inch prec ipi tnt ion line. 
ison of the average annual precipitation iiith corn oth,.irr:ise appears difficult, 
since corn yields tend to lovel off at a little llbove 14 bushels per aero. 
Tb.e tendency appoera to bG that the corn yield is greatest just a little 
above the 30 g/T isopleth in tho northern part of' the ntate and sli.shtly below 
the same valuo in the southern portion, follor,ing a r1odga-shaped pattern of 
rJestward penetration into Caddo County. The 16, 14, end 12 bush.els per acre 
lines follow 'iJedge-shaped patterns into l'\tashit;a and l3ackham <.rnuntiesB In area:::i 
wher,l th.a evaporation-transpiration factor is 30, the r:rverage yield of co:r.n is 
i'ron 18 to 20 bushrz,ls por a.c:t•e.. tfoCle in County, i\lith au average -of 22. 7 bt1shols 
pe.r acre, hes thi2J highest yield.. F:roduction droptS off 1:1s thE" distance: increeaes 
either to the east or to the west fro;n this zone of hig1tost jtiold. In western 
Oklahoma, vcrhere the E/T factor ranges from 21 to 24, ths drier conditions cause 
the average yield to drop to 10 and 12 bu.sb.Eils an ae:t"a• In th.0 eastern 118:t't 
o:f the state, where the :rz:./T :!:'actor is :tro.m. 32 to 36, tr.e avorer,e yield ranges 
downward tc a low of 14 bushels pe:r acre in isolated areas as in AtOka end 
Craig counties., 
The zone cr.f hig):wst corn yield, iJherc the yinld ic 18 or more busht:els per 
acre, almost coincides with the Zoll() formed betvioen the 28 and the 31 E/'fi 
.. ,,. 
,;:,() 
factor lines. Westward, yields in lJushels of corn per aero and the E/T factor 
decrease at approximately the same rates. The v.iestvmrd extending wedge-shaped 
pattern of corn production, as shovm previously, is somevihat to the south of 
the westvuard extension of the E/T factor vrndge. ':l1hia may indicai.~e that other 
factors, as vH.ill, are influential. 
At one tirne, corn vw.s the 1<',ading crop in Gkla.lwrnn. In 1909 it occupied 
over i'i ve million acres, a greater acreiiq;e th.an tl:ia t of wheat and cotton added 
<) 
togethe:r.~2 The importance of corn in the early days ·was due largely to tht1 fe,ct 
th.at most of the settlers came from tho eastern states and ,rnre a.ccustoric1d to 
:raising eo:rn. By 1928 there ·was a t\'lO-:fifths decrease. Only about ·t;hl•eo m.Hlion 
acres were p]J.\ntod, or loss than. one-third of the total acreage um::Icr viheat and 
cotton. This decline in 001~11 production, it app.z.ars) ;;,i&s due to the fact that 
oorn is a vrnter-loving plant being more easily damaged by dry spolls and pEirii:,tls 
of d:roug,.'lt than cotton, wheat, and grain sorghum. Soil depletion ana erosion 
also my have played a :part. 
Corn is grown in every county in the state of Oklahoma, although its 
average y:l.eld per acre is somewhat varied from. county to county.. Production 
tends to drop off in both the southeast and the northvJest section of the state. 
It is highly probable that the eastward extension of the lines of' equal pro-
duction along the Cimarron River may be due to the inability of tho drier' 
sandy soil to produce satisfactory yiEilds. This indicates that tJ:i.~1 crop does 
not produce ~.ell where there is an excess of moisture or where there is a 
deficiency. 
2 R. E. Dodge and :z. E. Lackey, Advanced Geography, Geography of Oklahoma 
Section 1 b!! c. 1 .. Bollinger, (1930}, P~ 34§ 
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Corn. rems.ins an im,portant e:rop in the eastern psrt of tho state, giving 
way to wheat in the northvu~stern portion and to cotton in the southern part. 
Over the years, evidence shows 1 a better adaptation to natui•al conditions has 
brought about a limitation or its area of distribution to those places which 
are most suitable i'or 1 ts growth, .!.•!..•, inhere there are proper water. evapor-
ation,. and transpiration relationships. Renea, the reaction of cor-n production 
to the greater available .moisture in the areas or higher E/T index, indicated by 
the westward extension of the E/T factor isopleths, is particularly significant. 
The E/T factor and average annual precipitation in western Oklahoma sho-w&d 
comparisons with corn yields of 74 and 78 percent, respectivel~·. In the east-
ern part of Oklahoma the E/T factor showed an inverse relationship while average 
annual precipitation displayed little discernable relationship. It appears, 
thent that t,he E/T factor does help to shoi:J the overall pattern of distribution. 
The lack of high relationships between production figures and eaoh of the climatic 
criteria in .many instances, particularly in the easter11 section, leads to the 
conclusion that other factors such as soil types, slope and fertility are sig-
nificant controlling factors. 
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.A notabfo similarity o:f: the two sets of lines of the F./T f'a.ctors and 
average numbar of CE .. ttle per squar,1 r:11ile is shoi:m by the v·iedge-shaped pattern 
in the 11estern part of the state {Maps 5 an.(1 6) •1 Tho lines denoting number 
of cattle par s12uare mile f'or1n a wedge-shaped pattern through Caddo, Custer, 
and Roger Mills eou11·ties while the lir.es of equal E/T factors for1,1 a wedge-
shaped p::.>1.ttern th.rough Blaine, Dewey and 1!ood:inarc counties ranging from 50 to 
100 .miles 'l:,o t:b .. e north of the v<1edge in the number of cattle :per squ&re mile. 
There is, however, a decrease in the number of cattle where the wedge in the 
ftictor extends t'.b.ro1..1gh Bla inf; County • 
. Along the northern bor..:1er of Oklahoma, the decreasE) is 4 units for cat.tle 
and the srune f'or tho Fi/T fcwtor in l '75 miles. In central Oklahoma, tl1rour~ 
Cnnadian, Blaine, Custer, and Roger Mills coru,.tios; ·the change is 4 un:i:t;s for 
eatt,le and 3 units for the E/T faetor in 110 rn.iles. In the southern part, of 
tho state, v,hich includes Ga:r-vin, Grady, Comanche, Kiona, Greer and Harmon 
counties, th<:) aecrt~ese iB 4 units f'o1· cattle ana. 5 units for tho E/T facto:r 
iu 140 miles. This shows an 98 percent comparison for nmllber cattle per 
s.quare mile una the E/T factor. 
:F'oll0ts!ing the san1.a comparisons for aver2igo annual pretd.pitatio:u tho decline 
Wl:'.ls 4 units oi' co:ttle to 7 units for precipitation,- ~1: uJ1its fo:r cattle as 
l Map 5. 9kla~ Wi1ter, op. ei t., p. 80. 
Map 6 was prepared from data obtained from c. E. Batschelet, Areas of 
the United States 1940, Sixteenth Census of the Uni'l.~ed Statos, United States 
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.c .. , (194-0}. 
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five units for precipitation. i'his gives a 67 percent comparison for averaf!e 
annual precipitation or 21 percent less than the E/T factor. 
As one proceeds 1i?estmmrd out of t.'b.e VJooded country• both grass ood cattle 
tend to increase until tho short grass eonntry is reached where the grazing 
resource becomes limited. Where the short grass country begins, the nurnber 
of cattle per square mile see.ms to decrease. The we,stern bounclary of the wooded 
country follotJs, to a great extent, the 30 E/T isopleth. The eastern 'oounclary 
of the short grass country is approximately tho 24 E/T isopleth. It is bet11Jsen 
these two bound.aries on the west and the cast that the greater number of cattle 
per square mile is tound. Throughout the zone that lies between tho 50 and the 
24 E/T tact.or lines, forty or more cattle are found per square mile. Penetr~i-
tion westv~ard .of an E/T factor ridge in Woodward County· is not followed by 
similar cattle distribution, possibly because of the dominance of grair. farming. 
Throughout the western portion or Oklahoma the lines of ,equal number of 
cattle pel" square mile and those that denote average annual precipitation tend 
to follow the sam.e overall pattern. The wedge-shaped pattern presented by ea.ch 
is nearly eoincie:1ent in Custer and Roger Mills counties. The E/T factor shoi'.ls 
a better relationship in the regular sweep of its lines that are less irregular 
than the rainfall lines. 
In the eastern part of the state comparisons of cattle and average annual 
preeipitation are difficult to point out. There is, however, a tendency for 
the number of eattle to decrease as the E/T factor exceeds 31 in th,3 southeast-
ern portion of the state. In the northeastern pa.rt of Oklahoma these values 
appear to be unreL'lted.. There is a general decrease in the number of cattle 
as the avera.t:e annual precipitation decreases, an exception being Craig County. 
In the southeastern :part of the st,ato, where farms are quite small, on 
the average the number of ee,ttle per square mile decreases to as little as 20. 
This seems to show that v~here tho farmer is devoting most of his land to row-
crop farming he has little space for cattle other than those which he keeps 
for milking purposes. 
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The exceptionally large numbers of cattle per s~uare mile tound in Jef-
ferson County on the south and in Osage County on the north are the result of 
inf'luencee entirely unrelated to moisture availability. The native grasslands 
have been preserved because they were granted t.o Indians by the Government with 
stipulations in the deeds which prevent sale of the properties. In .many cases 
the Indian owners have withdrawn to city life and have leased their land to 
cattlemen. Large ranches were thus formed and have been able to withstand the 
norml pressure for crop land utilization. 
The eastward extension of a zone \c7ith 30 to 40 cattle per square mi.le 
along the Arkansas River near Tulsa and Muskogee is probably due to the large 
dairy herds that supply the cities or the area. Since the farms of the ea.stern 
and south.eastern part of the state are small and much more numerous tb.an those 
of" the western portion, it would seem that a large percentage ot the cattle oi' 
that area are small herds of dairy eows used to supply family needs. This 
would be true, particularly, in the 0xtre111e southeast corner of the st.ate. 
In the early days there were at leas·l;, four large areas that were unoccu-
pied by Indians where the cattle industry arose in Oklahoma.. The largest of 
these areas was that part of the Cherokee Outlet that had not been ceded to 
the tribes under the Osage and Ponca agencies. West ot: this strip lay "No 
Man's Land," whieh was later to be-eome the Panhandle of' Oklahoma. This strip 
of high~ level prai'rle was about 170 miles long and over 34 miles wide. In 
tha extrerae southwestern part of tho state, betweer. the two branches ot· the Red 
River, is the third region which is some 70 by 90 miles in size. The fourth 
region, known as the Unassigned lands or Old Oklahoma, lay in the center of the 
state. The latter region comprised nearly 2tooo,ooo acres of well-watered, 
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fertile plainland.2 
Oklahoria is well adaptGd for the livestock industry.. i'he mild winters. 
minimize the need tor shelters for the stock and the abundance of feed assures 
them a. year round diet. Be:tore the co.mitJg of white IllEln to i1that :l.s now the state 
of Oklahoma vast htJrds of buffalo grazed the plein.1. The buffalo gave way to 
the Texas longhorn which in turn gave vrn,y to the high-grade cattle or to 
cultivated crops which may be used as feed. 'fhe introductioo of the barbed,.. 
wire fence aoo of the hmnesteaders into Oklahoma marked the decline in the early 
cattle industry. At present :ranching is carried on only where the land is not 
suitable for farming 01• lahere stock raising be.eam.e so deeply rooted that other 
types of agriculture could not displace it. A good example of ranching country 
that re.mains is Osage County .. 
In conclusion, it apc:pears that the E/T factor shows a closer o.om.pariaon 
than average annual rainfall with cattle distribution per square mile in central 
and western Oklahoma. In the eastern portion of the st.ate there is little 
apparent relationship of the E/T factor and the cattle lines. Sor:i.e exceptions 
to tho distribution pattern are probably due to social, political and econo1nic 
conditions. 
2 :E .. :ra. Dale & M .. L. Wardell, Histori, .of Oklahoma, Prentice-Hall Inc., 
New York (1948). 
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CH.AP.PER VI 
AVERAG1£ SIZTJ OF FARMS AS RELAT1sD TO THIE E/T FACTOR 
Average size of farms, calculated by counties, shoi-0s an inverse relation-
ship to the lines of the E/T factor (Maps 6 and 7). 1 That is, the smaller the 
farm area tho greater the E/T factor, anc1 the larger the farm size the samller 
the E/T factor. Fams in the state of Oklahoma vary in size from an average 
of e ighty-aix acres in the southeast corner to an avorago of eighteen hundred 
acres in the ,'vestern encl of the Panhandle. Area of farms is determi:ned to a 
great extent O)' climate, ,llith topography> type of soil, character of people, 
and marketing features as limiting factors. 
Since care of rowcrops requires mu.ch more work than husbandr;'l of' cereal 
crops, farms in the ar(Jas of corn and cotton are smaller of necessity than in 
s.rrall grain sections. They tend to be diminutive, in fact, when com.pared with 
those of the vrnstern part of the state where machinery permits extensive fann-
ing. ln rovrerop farming the opera tor vi ill not cover as mueh ground in one day, 
thus lir:11 ting his need for land. 
On the other hand, operators using large, m.od.ern tractors can plow .muah 
more area per d.ay. The writer. for example, has plowod ninety-four acres in 
six days v,ith a tractor and a plovil. In another instanc:e he :plowed eighty-ti ve 
acres in sixty-four hours of actna1 plm~ing time in a large flat. field. 
As numbers indicsted the average E/T faetor decrease, trie average size 
of farms increase, particularly in the western part of the state. This appears 
to indicate that when the E/T factor declines in amount there is a decrease in 
the overall ability of the lands of v1estern Oklahow..a. to produce.. Such a 
1 :Map 6, Oklahoma Flater, $2.• o.t~· , p.. 80. 
L:ap 7 1ms prepared from data obta inea :f'rom. C. E. Datsehelet > Area.a of 
the United States 1940, Sixteenth Census of the United States, United States 
Government Printing Off.ice, Washington, D.0. 1 ( 1940} 
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condition .makes it necessary for a farmer to utilize more land in order to main-
train the same standard of living as on a smaller a.1·ea iihore production is 
.intense. However, this does not imply that the standa:rd of living in the east-
ern section of the sta.te on srrall farms is as high as on the larger farms ot 
1.he west. 
Insufficient figures :t'or the Panhandle lead to a distorted pieture of that 
area. One point is not enough t,o detorraine a lin.e;for t.h1.s reason most of the 
isopleths in the Panhandle were ommi tted. The area of indivfdual farms averages 
around 1,000 aore.s per individual farm in the extreme vaestern county of the 
state. 
Osage County presents a striking deviation on the map. Indian land 
status makes it possible for ranchers to lease large quantities of land in 
s.ingle blocks thus accounting for the huge i'ar.ms of' that area as compared with 
the rarm.s of the surrounding counties. 
By far the larger portion o'f the state of Oklahoma is divided. into farms 
whose average size ranges from one hundred and fifty to three hundred aeres 
per farm. This region is generally bounded by tha 22 and 32 E/T isopleths. 
Only the southwestern corner of the state is an important exception to this 
rule. 
Intensive land use, eornmon in the vicinity o.f urban districts, has result-
ed in small farms surrounding Oklahoma. City and Tulsa. High land values and 
part time availability for agricultural exploitation in. these two areas 
determine farm size. Possible future} use of the land also entered the pieture, 
.!•!..• 1 town sites, and special or general farming. 
Many or the exceptions to the above com:i;srisons regarding farm size can 
be a'ttributed to the arbitrarily laying out of' the Indian allotments and determ• 
i:n1:ng the size of homesteads by Governmental decree. At toot time,, lawmakers 
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and other Government officials had no conception of the true productive capacity 
of the land and, consequently, the proper size of individual farms to be estab-
lished. 
In most eases the true worth of agricultural lane! has been determined by 
its production. 11.;xceptions appeared where oil or other minerals entered the 
picture. In some cases original farms were grouped into much larger units as 
in northwestern Oklahox:ia. Other circumstances caused the land to be divided 
into smaller units as in the vicinities of Oklahoma City or Tulsa. 
The averaee size of farrn.s increases almost continuously from the south-
eastern corner of Oklahoma to the northwestern corner. This increase becomes 
very rapid and pronounced to the north1,1est of Roger :LEills, Dewey, Major t and 
Grant counties~ 
The lines of equal average size of farms also tend to form a v,edge-sha.ped 
extension, in this case a trough., throughout Caddo, Washita, anc1 .Backlm.m 
counties, t'llhicll is in harmony v;i th the, ge1neral inverse relationship to the E/T 
factor~ This area of mmller farms extending into the v11est lies in the valley 
of the Washita River and .may be accounted for by thH fertile soils there. 
This trough is from 50 to '75 miles south of the E/T factor wedge. 
Along the north border of Oklahoma there is IE:l variation of 10~ units 
(50 acres equals l unit} in 175 miles in the average size of farms as com:r;nred 
to 4t;· unit.s for the J.E/T factor. In central Oklahoma, Oklaho1ua, Canadian, Caddo, 
Custer, and Roger Mills counties, the ratio is 5 units to 150 miles for the 
averDge size oi' farms as conrpared to 4 units for the E/T factor. In the southern 
pa1·t of the state, Lfiurray, Carter, Stephens, Comanch"),,'I'illman, and Harmon 
counties there is a. ratio of 2 units to 165 miles aD eonrpared to 5 units for 
the E/T factor. This shows a 54 p,1rcen:t comparison. 
Averr;gc size of farms and average annual precipitation show :no coincident 
patterns in any part o:i? the state. However, using the same east-vwst lines 
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across the state that were used for E/T factor the ratio for precipitation is 
7 uni ts to l '75 miles for average annual precipitation and 1~ uni ts for average 
size of f'arms. In central Oklahoma the ratio is 4 units to 150 miles for 
average annual precipitation and 5 units :for the average size f'arms. In south-
ern Oklahoma the ratio is 2 units to 165 m.iles tor average annual precipitation 
and 2 for the average size of f'arms. In other words, this sb.ows an 82 percent 
comparison. 
The irregular patterns presented by both sets of lines in the eastern 
portion of' the state show little cornp:irison except that the E/T factor increases 
from 30 to 36 and the average annual precipitation increases from 34 inches to 
56 inches over the area where the average size of farms decrease from 200 acres 
to about 85 acres. Here the precipitation pattern more closely compares t~ith 
the size of farms than does the E/T factor. 
In conclusion, tho lt/r factor shovJS a 54 percent comparison in western 
Oklahoma. v,hile the average annual precipitation shows 82 percent comparison. 
In eastern Oklahoma the comparisons are difficult to show and inconclusive. 
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CHAPTER VII 
1'1J}lllfl.T YIELDS AS RELATED 'I'O THE E/T FACTOR 
Despite the fact that the cultural features previously discussed show 
moderately favorable comparisons vdth the E/T factor and average annual preci-
pita/cion maps,. vi.heat show.s very little (Maps 8 and 9).1 The average yield of 
11meat in bushels per acre as calculated by counties presents t:1..n erratic pattern 
when represented by isopleths on a ma:o of Oklahoma.. 
In generals wheat seems to be affected more by topography" t;.y1)es of soil, 
and rainfall at certain times during its gro-.ving season rather than the total 
amount. 'l'hcn too,. eultu.ral fa.ct.ors such as the p:rnctice of fa.llowing and land 
utiliza:tton follo1,inr; a fa.rmert s preferences aro important., 
·wheat is of a different nD Lure from corn, being similar in its physiog-
onom.y to the native wheat, g:cass. Under present. coii:peti ti ve con.di tions, it. 
requires much J;.1rg0r tractors and equipment to raise and to harvest. erops, 
therefore production is usu.futlly not, impm:·t.0.nt over rough terrain 01~ in small 
field units. Raising of 1'Jhea.ts then, is restricted to those sections where the 
land is characterized by smooth topog:rnphy and by fields of reasonable size. 
Yields a.re l.ower in the southeastern corner of Okle11oma comprising :Mc-
Curt.a.in, Choctaw, LeF1ore, Latimer, and Pushmataha counties., 
Another rr,ason for decreased yields in the Southeast is lack of particu.l.ar 
minerals required for optimum yields.. The soils have bf:)en leached of ·their 
soluble minerals by e;,roessive rainfall. The moist cliI!w.te .favors pests, rasts 
and other plant diseases. Heavy rainfall during late spring lowers the quality 
of the wheat; and often interfer\.33 vJith the harvest,. 
The areas of the 1,iheat belt with the h.ig,hest yield per acre occur in the 
1 Map 8, Oklahoma Water., !?£• cit., p. Bo .• 
:Map 9, Oklahoma Agricultural Statistics., .:?E.• cit • ., p. 58-63 
zone between the shortgrass country and the galoria forest valleys in the 
northern part of the state and s little 't'~est of tho can·!;er .. 
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The fact that wheat production does not oom~re as Zavorably with the E/T 
factor as does other cultural features does not nooessarily raean that it is 
not affected by this factor. Oklahoma is near the southern limit of extensive 
wheat production and the southern part, lying as it aoes in an area where the 
rainfall is affected by the Gulf air stream, has its annual rainfall distri-
bution altered somewhat from the continental type rainfall of the major por·tion 
of the wheat belt~ Rainfall continuing too ltlte in the spring can lower the 
yield considerably by 'blighting the kernels or ca.using the wheat stalks to tall 
before harvest. Another physical condition that enters tho picture is the dif-
ference in types of soil.. Receiving more rainfall than the northli'iestern por-
tion, the soils of the southeastern part of t,ha state would naturally be more 
leached. 
Lines on tho mp .shov1ing an equal production of vJheat as comp:,red with 
the lines on the E/T factor an<l average annual precipitation maps present such 
an irregular pattern throughout the state that it is impossible to show any 
signifioant comparisons anywhere in the state. 
Oklahoma became a major wheat producing state in about 1914. Produetion 
tor that year was approximately 27,.000.,000 bushels; however, this figure rose 
until in 1931 tho production stood at a peak of nef:rly 80,000,000 bushels. 
The acreage rose from 2,701,000 to 4 1 960,000 acres beti1een 1914 and 1936, and 
in 1938 six million acres were planted. The harvested acreage varied greatly 
from yea:r to year, depending on the area abandoned each year for not being worth 
harvesting. The lm11est average yield for the state was 8.0 bushels per acre 
in 1936 and the highest was 17.5 bushels per acre in 1914. In 1944 Oklahoma 
ranked third al!long the producers of wheat being exceedoti only by North Dakota 
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and Kansas. 
Since 1894, the acreage of v1heat in Oklahoma has been characterized by 
four separ0.t0 periods of gro,ith. The first, f1•om 1894 to 1910, 1Nas s gradually 
uvm:rrd tran.d.. From that date until the World ~Ja.r I peak in 1919, acreago 
planted increased sharply and steadily. After the war. planted acraage leveled 
off at 4 to 5 million acres, with the .most deviation oeeuring apparently in 
response to favorable prices in the middle 1920's. The fourth change is the 
spectacular increase beginning in 1934 and oontin:uing into 1938 when the Agl'i-
cultural Adjustment Adr.1inistration pl.aeed restrictions and allotments on the 
growing of wheat. 2 
No discernible relationship betvrnen wheat production. and the E/T factor 
or average annual precipitation could be found; other factors are more important, 
it appears. 
2 K. D. Blood and Marjorie Lee Hill, "Wheat Production in Oklahoma,, 1894-
1938n, Ag;:icultural Mar_ketill& Service, United States Department of Agriculture, 
Okla. A. &M. College Agri .. Exp. Sta., StilLvater, Okla. .. , :b'xp. Sta. Cir, Ho, 92n 
(April, 1944) 1 p. 5. · 
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In the western pcrtion oi' the state tho E/T factor and the cultural 
features--oorn, cattle, and average size of farrus--ahow an average comparison 
of 74, 88 and 54 percent, respectively. Average annual precipitation compari-
sons of the same cultural features show 78, 67, and 82 percent respectivaly .. 
In these three comparisons in western Oklahoma, then, it appears that in two 
out of three cases the average annual precipitation sh.owed a closer relation-
ship, showing 72 percent for the E/T factor and 76 percent for the average 
annual precipitation. However, the best co:m~rison found, of 00 percent,. was 
in the case of cattle par square mile and the E/T factor. 
The isopleths on th.e maps presented more or less irregular patterns through-
out th.e eastern portion of the state making comparison o.iff'icult in all cases 
concerned. It was practically impossible to figure percentages for this area. 
Only an estimate could be made and it gives an aL~ost equal comparison for the 
E/T factor and the average annual precipitation nnps,. 
No discernible relationship bet\'IJean wheat production and the JE/T factor 
or average annual precipitation could be found. It sppears that other i"eotors 
play a more important roll in determining the yield of wheat. 
There appears to be about the same com]larati ve value between the E/T 
factor and the average annual precipitation and the cultural features,. There 
were five closer comparisons over the entire state in each case ot an eq_u:al 
number. 
It appears that the E/T factor shows trends in some cases. In other 
instances it helps to explain causes and relationships that average annual pre-
cipitation does not show. In fact, the t1,io appoa:red to supplement each other .. 
However, its value alone for comparison is about comparable to thl!lt of the 
average annual precipitation~ The E/T factor proved disappointing in not 
displaying more comparisons than were found. 
1here were some cases where the E/T f'actr)r lines coincided with those of 
cultural features.. It a.ppc:ars that if such calculations by the Government are 
wbrthwhile, they would not be justified for cultural f'ea:ture studies alone 
because average annual precipitation and otho:r destributions show somewhat 
similar comparative relationships. 
Duture investigation ot the E/T factor and cultural or natural features 
might be carried on in a dry c~role period. Also, other natural and cultural. 
teatures might be com~:red to ascertain if thore be any significant relation-
ships. Statistical methods mig~t be further utilized. Smaller units of distri-
bution might show bettor comparisons. 
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